Laptop computer repair manuals

Free Laptop Manuals will help you find what you need to fix your notebooks or laptops. Learn to
repair laptops yourself! You can save a lot of money, our aim is to give you accurate, relevant
information to help you get the job done. Having the information needed to perform routine
maintenance, repairs or upgrades. You need Adobe Reader to view most of our manuals, you
can download the latest version of Adobe Reader here. This website was built by just one
person and to keep this web site running on the net costs money. Besides the money there is
also the time and the effort which is taken by me for this website Read More Help us! Help You!
We keep all your information secret. We absolutely hate spam, so we don't spam. We do not sell
or rent your email. We may contact you from time to time. You can opt out at anytime, just let us
know. Web Design by Freeview Repairs. Donation: This website was built by just one person
and to keep this web site running on the net costs money. Please consider making a donation.
Try Our Search:. All rights reserved. If you want to know how to take apart your laptop,
troubleshoot, repair, fault find or just want an upgrade, Free Laptop Manuals is the place to be.
On this website you will find step by step disassembly guide instructions for many different
laptops brands. The ebook documents are mainly in PDF format with the odd one or two in text
format etc. You can view and download all our laptop manuals, some laptop manuals are
packaged in compressed. You can save a lot of money, our aim is to give you accurate, relevant
information to help you get the job done. Having the information needed to perform routine
maintenance and repairs. We have many laptop manuals available free to download, for lots of
laptop brands. Disassembly guides with pictures and dismantling, upgrade and repair manuals,
as well as do-it-yourself DIY , troubleshooting and tips and tricks for laptop and notebook
repairing. Notebooks are complicated things, but laptop repair isn't as hard as the guys down
the repair shop would have you believe. Interestingly enough these service manuals e-books
are the same ones that are being used by repair technicians. They refer to these same
manufacturer service ebook manuals when they are repairing your notebook for you. Do you
need to upgrade a hard disk drive, memory or CPU of your laptop or notebook? Free laptop
service manuals and user guides will help you find what you need. Service manuals show you
step by step instructions for replacing components, photos for jobs that are specific to a
particular make of machine. Looking for laptop tips and hints, free manuals links, find help
troubleshooting, step by step guides, fixes for different makes of machines and piles of good
laptop repair info! Looking for laptop advice, hard drive replacement, data recovery,
disassembly guides, bios passwords, laptop overheating, free laptop manuals links, tips and
hints how to repair and maintain, step by step guides, check out our Laptop Support Forum
where you can find help troubleshooting, fixes for commonly encountered issues on different
makes of machines and piles of good laptop repair info! This website was built by just one
person and to keep this web site running on the net costs money. Besides the money there is
also the time and the effort which is taken by me for this website Read More Help us! Help You!
We keep all your information secret. We absolutely hate spam, so we don't spam. We do not sell
or rent your email. We may contact you from time to time. You can opt out at anytime, just let us
know. Welcome to Free Laptop Manuals. Donation: This website was built by just one person
and to keep this web site running on the net costs money. Please consider making a donation.
Try Our Search:. All rights reserved. Web Design by Sticky Nicky. Laptop Manuals. Showing
Brands 1 - 50 of Aastra Telecom Laptop Manuals. Support See Prices. Ace Laptop Manuals.
Acer Laptop Manuals. Acnodes Laptop Manuals. Adaptec Laptop Manuals. Advantech Laptop
Manuals. Agilent Technologies Laptop Manuals. Alienware Laptop Manuals. Altec Lansing
Laptop Manuals. AMD Laptop Manuals. Amphony Laptop Manuals. Ampro Corporation Laptop
Manuals. Analog Devices Laptop Manuals. Antec Laptop Manuals. AOC Laptop Manuals. Apple
Laptop Manuals. Archos Laptop Manuals. Arkon Laptop Manuals. Aspire Digital Laptop
Manuals. Asus Laptop Manuals. Avaya Laptop Manuals. Avenview Laptop Manuals. Belkin
Laptop Manuals. BenQ Laptop Manuals. Black Box Laptop Manuals. Bosch Appliances Laptop
Manuals. Breville Laptop Manuals. Brother Laptop Manuals. Bryston Laptop Manuals. BSi
Laptop Manuals. Buffalo Technology Laptop Manuals. Cabin Laptop Manuals. Canon Laptop
Manuals. Casio Laptop Manuals. Cingular Laptop Manuals. Cisco Systems Laptop Manuals.
Clevo Laptop Manuals. Compac Industries Laptop Manuals. Compaq Laptop Manuals. Contec
Laptop Manuals. Cool-Lux Laptop Manuals. Creative Laptop Manuals. Crestron electronic
Laptop Manuals. Curtis Laptop Manuals. CyberResearch Laptop Manuals. Forgot your
password? Sign up now. Sign Up. Repair guides and disassembly information for PC laptops of
all shapes, sizes, and colors. Teardown of the Surface Laptop 3 reveals a shocking turnaround
in repairability on what used to be our least-favorite laptop design. Performed Oct 22, How to
clean your laptop's screen, case, and keyboard. Repairing Any laptop battery - Li-Ion cell
replacement. Toshiba Satellite A Asus F6A-X2 Repair. Asus Transformer T HP Laptop. These are
some common tools used to work on this device. You might not need every tool for every

procedure. A laptop is a type of computer that is portable enough to be used while traveling.
Most laptops share a similar clamshell form factor with the top lid of the laptop housing a
display and the bottom section containing a keyboard and trackpad. The two sections are
connected by a hinge and when you travel, you can fold the two halves together to protect the
screen and keyboard. Generic laptops usually have a screen size of about 11 inches 28 cm to 17
inches 43 cm. Smaller, lighter laptops are available, however, and are often referred to as
''subnotebooks'' or ultraportables. While the hinges on most traditional laptops can only bend
so far, some laptopsâ€”called convertibles , hybrids , or 2-in-1s â€”can fold all the way around.
These laptops usually have a touchscreen so you can use your fingers to control the device
when the keyboard is flipped onto the back. Detachable laptops take this concept further by
allowing a user to remove the keyboard entirely. Some notable early examples include the
Surface Pro and Surface Book which you can see in this demo from Fstoppers. Laptops are
distinct from desktop computers which generally stay in one place in a house or office.
Compared to these larger machines, laptops generally use less power but provide less overall
performance because they cannot deal with heat as well. While some laptops are upgradeable
and repairable, desktop computers provide a simpler experience because parts are widely
available and interchangeable. You can usually identify the manufacturer of a laptop by looking
for their logo on the outside of the laptop, either on the back of the display, below the display,
or on the bottom of the device. The name of the specific model is usually printed on the bottom
of the laptop directly on the case or on an attached sticker. For an explanation on what each
part of the computer does, you can see the section below titled "How a Laptop Works.
Sometimes the laptop is totally dead. Follow the steps below for some troubleshooting ideas.
This page from Laptop Repair has more tips. If none of these steps work, you might need to
replace the motherboard or take it to a repair shop that can work on the issue with the
motherboard. If the laptop has a separate power input board that is attached to the motherboard
with a cable, you could try replacing that part first. Usually they are stuck fully white, black, red,
green, or blue. Use this dead-pixel checker webpage to find a stuck pixel. This WikiHow guide
provides some useful strategies for fixing a dead pixel, including flashing static on the screen
via the JScreenFix website or applying slight pressure or heat to the stuck pixel area. If none of
these fixes work, you can replace your display with some guides here on iFixit. If this reaches
about degrees Celsius, the computer will automatically shut off to protect itself. The processor
might be very hot if the heatsink or fan attached to it are clogged with dust. The best fix is to
open up the computer and blow some compressed air into the fan to kick up the dust that builds
up over years of use. You might need a new battery. See the replacement guides here on iFixit
or elsewhere on the web for instructions on removing the battery in your laptop. Alternately,
you might just be running intensive software on your laptop like a game, video editing suite, or
a simulation program. These apps will eat through your battery like a teenager after a fast. You
can check the current maximum capacity of your battery vs. If you already know the
ins-and-outs of computer tech, you can skip this section, but for the rest of the people out there
this information might be helpful for the troubleshooting and repair tips shown in the section
above. Much of this information is explained further on HowStuffWorks. The screen consists of
an array of pixels which can each change their color individually. The resolution of the screen is
measured as the number of pixels across the width and height of the display e. With some
exceptions , the pixels in a display do not emit any light; instead, they change the color of light
emitted by a backlight that sits behind the pixels. If either of these parts fails, they need to be
exchanged in full. It executes all the code that comprises the programs you use everyday. The
CPU generates heat which needs to be dissipated somehowâ€”otherwise the computer
overheats and shuts down. While the CPU works as the brain of the laptop, the motherboard is
the nervous system. The motherboard is the thin board that takes up most of the space in the
computer and is generally the largest component. It is made from fiberglass with tiny copper
lines embedded in it that criss-cross the surface. While some thick, older laptops have a socket
for the CPU which allows it to be replaced, the two parts are often soldered together and cannot
be replaced individually. RAM components are either soldered directly to the motherboard this
makes repairers sad or inserted into a slot on the motherboard this makes repairers happy. In
the second scenario, you can replace RAM that has gone bad or add more RAM to your
computer; RAM soldered to the motherboard cannot be easily repaired except by a
professional. Your programs and documents are stored on a hard drive or SSD inside the
laptop. Since hard drives literally consist of platters spinning at high-speed inside your laptop,
they can eventually die or break with a sharp impact shoutout to my resilient hard drive which
survived being dropped down a flight of stairs. Some SSDs, however, are soldered directly to
the motherboard not again!? The battery provides power to the laptop when it is not plugged
into the wall. The battery supplies this extra energy as the product of a chemical reaction that

happens inside. Over time, this reaction produces unintended by-products and the battery
wears out. Thus, the battery is fundamentally a consumable part and will need to be replaced
after a certain amount of time. Some manufacturers glue down their batteries which do you see
a trend? Troubleshoot a dead laptop on Laptop Repair Fix Your Stuff. Laptop PC Repair. Show
Other Languages. Author: David Hodson and 11 other contributors. Create a Guide. Acer
Laptop. Advent Laptop. Alienware Aream. Aorus Laptop. Asus Laptop. Averatec Laptop.
Compal Laptop. Compaq Laptop. Dell Laptop. Dynabook Toshiba Laptop. Ekimia Laptop. Fujitsu
Laptop. Gateway Laptop. Gigabyte Laptop. Haier Laptop. Hasee Z7M-iD1. Huawei Laptop. IBM
Laptop. Lenovo Laptop. LG Laptop. Medion Laptop. Microsoft Laptop. MSI Laptop. Origin PC
Laptop. Packard Bell. Panasonic Laptop. Pi-top Laptop. Razer Laptop. Samsung Laptop. Sharp
Laptop. Sony Laptop. System76 Laptop. Vizio Laptop. Xiaomi Air Zoostorm Uno Featured
Guides. Microsoft Surface Laptop 3 inch Teardown Teardown of the Surface Laptop 3 reveals a
shocking turnaround in repairability on what used to be our least-favorite laptop design. Lenovo
Yoga 2 Pro Battery Replacement This guide will walk you through the necessary steps to
replace the battery in your computer. Silicone Grease. Support Questions Ask a Question. Tools
These are some common tools used to work on this device. Mako Driver Kit - 64 Precision Bits.
IR Thermometer. Pro Tech Toolkit. Digital Multimeter. Background and Identification. The
Screen Has Dead Pixels. The Laptop Overheats. The Battery Dies Quickly. How a Laptop Works.
Additional Information. View Statistics:. Why are my USB ports not working? Why is there no
sound coming from my laptop? Why is my Asus Transformer T not turning on? Hewlett-Packard
began manufacturing personal laptop computers in HP - 2D22DX. HP Laptop. HP G3. HP
Pavilion dv These are some common tools used to work on this device. You might not need
every tool for every procedure. The company is now responsible for producing a variety of
laptop lines ranging from the budget-friendly to the high-end gaming. Perhaps the most iconic
of these lines is the Pavilion, which released in and has functioned as the staple consumer
varietal ever since. Over the years, Hewlett-Packard has several computer hardware and
software companies and integrated their technology with their own laptop lines. List of HP
Acquisitions. Fix Your Stuff. HP Laptop Repair. Show Other Languages. Author: David Hodson
and 7 other contributors. Create a Guide. HP Envy. HP G Series. HP Pavilion. HP Compaq. HP
ProBook. HP 15 Series. HP rla. HP xnr. HP xdx. HP d22DX. HP CL. HP Notebook. HP HP
notebook. Hp HP b Laptop. HP dvnr. HP Pavillion dvdx. HP Flyer Red. HP Folio HP Folio 13t HP
Mini dx. HP Mini DX. HP Mobile Thin Client mt HP Omen axdx. HP Omni Series. HP Spectre dx x
HP Spectre dx. HP Spectre X2 - Detacheable. HP Spectre x2 adx. HP Split x2. HP TU. HP acnr.
HP AM. HP AN. HP AQ. HP AR. HP aynr. HP aycy. HP bacl Notebook. HP dadx. HP gnr. HP RDX.
HP bsdx. HP T HP Z HP G1. HP G4 Notebook. HP G4. HP G2. HP Beats Special Edition pnr. HP
Envy x 15m-bqdx. HP Envynr. HP Laptop gnl. HP Notebook 14g. HP Notebook bads. HP
Notebook 15g. HP Notebook xds. HP Omen AX. HP Pavilion cdwm. HP Pavilion eus. HP Pavillon
Notebook abng. HP Spectre TU. HP Spectre AC. HP Spectre W0. HP Spectre x acdx. HP Spectre
x 13t HP Spectre x 15" 15t-ap HP Spectre x Convertible 15 15t-dfur. HP Spectre x Convertible 15
HP Split rdx. HP Split x2 gdx. HP Stream d. HP Stream rwm. HP Stream rnr. HP Stream ynr. HP
Stream HP Stream c. HP Stream x 11 -pnr. HP Stream x pwm. HP TouchSmart rdx. HP ZBook HP
ZBook 15 G2. HP ZBook 15 G5. HP ZBook 15u G3. HP ZBook 15u G4. HP Zbook 15U G6. Spectre
Pro X G1. Featured Guides. Replacement Guides Battery. Laptop screen. How to restore
performance for your HP Laptop. Support Questions Ask a Question. Phillips 1 Screwdriver.
Precision Utility Knife. Phillips 0 Screwdriver. Phillips 00 Screwdriver. Anti-Static Project Tray.
Background and Identification. Additional Resources. HP Chromebooks. HP Chromebook
Repair. View Statistics:. Why wont my computer turn on? I have been locked out of my laptop
HP G3. Why is My Screen Black? See what's new with book lending at the Internet Archive. This
is a collection of Laptop services manuals, how-tos, documents for spare parts, and included
pamphlets for laptop computers. They have been separated by manufacturer for easy retrieval.
Search icon An illustration of a magnifying glass. User icon An illustration of a person's head
and chest. Sign up Log in. Web icon An illustration of a computer application window Wayback
Machine Texts icon An illustration of an open book. Books Video icon An illustration of two
cells of a film strip. Video Audio icon An illustration of an audio speaker. Audio Software icon
An illustration of a 3. Software Images icon An illustration of two photographs. Images Donate
icon An illustration of a heart shape Donate Ellipses icon An illustration of text ellipses. Media
Type Media Type. Service and repair manuals for computers and technology from Dell. Service
and repair manuals for computers and technology from Acer. Service and repair manuals for
computers and technology from Gateway. Service and repair manuals for computers and
technology from HP. Service and repair manuals for computers and technology from Toshiba.
Service and repair manuals for computers and technology from Compaq. Service and repair
manuals for computers and technology from Sony. Certifications in both Chinese and English

are also included. Service and repair manuals for computers and technology from NEC. Topics:
removal, replaceable, toshiba, tough, field, hdd, unit, documentation, inverter, keyboard, unit
Topics: removing, cauti, replacing, remove, display, cable, connector, battery, dell, assembly,
wrist Topics: replaceable, toshiba, documentation, series, field, removal, unit, tough, battery,
display, unit Topics: replaceable, toshiba, documentation, removal, unit, field, series, tough,
remowl, rid, series Topics: battery, system, gateway, disk, floppy, power, notebook, drive, click,
adapter, battery pack, hard Topics: remove, display, install, removing, keyboard, screws,
securing, installing, procedures, cable, Topics: cable, screws, remove, battery, lcd, toshiba,
removal, fdd, securing, brass, field replaceable, Topics: computer, expansion, drive, compaq,
display, power, cable, battery, connector, remove, power Topics: click, windows, select, device,
files, power, internet, notebook, modem, computer, system Topics: remove, hinge, processor,
keyboard, display, contents, computer, module, hinge cover, connector, Topics: lcd, acer,
chapter, keyboard, battery, remove, cable, module, hdd, password, lcd cable, setup Topics:
click, windows, select, device, gateway, files, internet, notebook, wireless, power, system
Topics: computer, battery, remove, system, diskette, external, cpu, drive, error, power, pointing
device, Topics: remove, contents, regulatory, battery, safety, warni, computer, display, working
inside, system, Topics: uma, acer, wxci, aap, bios, keyboard, wxmi, lcd, password, chapter, item
specification, description Topics: wifi, bgn, emea, lcd, module, hdd, lbt, core, bios, chapter, item
specification, step size, lbt Topics: acer, lcd, password, chapter, battery, connector, bios,
system, board, keyboard, item Topics: click, notebook, windows, gateway, internet, power,
search, files, wireless, battery, click Topics: computer, battery, drive, remove, removing,
system, diskette, compaq, connector, components, power Topics: acer, lcd, system, bios,
battery, usb, chapter, password, memory, power, serial number, lower case, Topics: abt, umac,
wxga, atmk, lcd, emea, xmi, acer, bios, april, cpu lcd, lcd module, system board, fox Topics:
screws, removal, securing, cable, fdd, lift, black, remove, board, disconnect, field replaceable,
Topics: display, cable, remove, computer, replace, assembly, keyboard, battery, system,
removing, inverter Topics: cauti, removing, replacing, remove, connector, dell, battery, display,
replace, screws, wrist Topics: wxga, abt, umac, atmk, lcd, emea, xmi, acer, bios, password,
empowering technology, voip phone, Topics: removing, replacing, remove, cable, follow,
display, procedures, dell, assembly, xfr, hard drive, Topics: hard, drive, solo, upgrading,
components, notebook, modem, remove, hard drive, esd, drive kit. Topics: remove, install,
installing, display, palm, procedures, removing, cable, computer, system, instal Topics:
notebook, guide, maintenance, evo, models, flowchart, book, july, service guide, removal, media
Topics: removal, replaceable, toshiba, documentation, series, fdd, tough, satellite, board, lcd,
removal Topics: click, select, internet, wireless, computer, gateway, files, notebook, modem,
device, select Topics: lcd, acer, hdd, chapter, power, battery, usb, keyboard, darfon, bios,
optical drive, bios setup, Topics: gateway, pcmcia, liberty, battery, suspend, port, menu, setup,
system, ifyou, pcmcia software, Topics: notebook, power, battery, click, multimedia, video, solo,
gateway, display, port, hard disk, Topics: remove, connector, microprocessor, computer,
keyboard, cauti, display, screws, system, pci, service Topics: removing, battery, display,
replacing, connector, replace, remove, cauti, palm, screws, middle Topics: removing, replacing,
remove, replace, connector, hinge, assembly, display, hinge cover, drive, Topics: network,
wireless, click, access, windows, internet, computer, ethernet, connect, wired, wireless Topics:
guide, maintenance, notebook, drive, cable, computer, removal, models, service guide, diskette,
Topics: dell, remove, latitude, gnd, connector, battery, keyboard, manual, service manual,
computer, memory Topics: lcd, acer, password, chapter, keyboard, setup, bios, system,
initialize, battery, hard disk, lcd Topics: display, remove, module, connector, april, screws,
assembly, replace, optical, cable, heat sink, Topics: remove, microprocessor, module,
computer, contents, instructions, display, connector, pci, cauti, Topics: removal, replaceable,
toshiba, tough, unit, field, series, documentation, battery, keyboard, unit Topics: laptop,
computer, battery, alienware, usb, power, chapter, connector, connect, system, replacement
Topics: guide, maintenance, cable, unused, board, goto, battery, troubleshooting, service guide,
Topics: removing, replacing, battery, cauti, connector, display, replace, remove, keyboard,
screws, Topics: acer, lcd, password, chapter, battery, keyboard, bios, system, setup, connector,
lower case, power Topics: acer, lcd, system, bios, keyboard, battery, chapter, password,
initialize, setup, item Topics: remove, dell, battery, regulatory, system, computer, display,
contents, working inside, replace, Topics: modem, command, guidelines, mode, online,
windows, icon, select, verify, compaq, mode shortcut, Topics: acer, lcd, keyboard, system,
password, battery, bios, chapter, power, hdd, power cord, disk drive, Topics: emea, core, lcd,
module, hdd, acer, chapter, lbt, bios, remove, wireless lan, card reader, lbt Topics: saved,
compaq, calvert, computer, required, file, david, confidential, jabercrombie, drive, Topics:
expansion, multibay, drive, lte, remove, display, computer, battery, connector, base, cover

Topics: notebook, battery, power, internet, web, select, connect, click, gateway, dvd, pad lock,
web site, Topics: notebook, battery, power, click, solo, external, multimedia, gateway, port, bios,
disk drive, bios Topics: battery, removing, display, cauti, replace, board, remove, replacing,
computer, screws, stray Topics: lcd, assy, cpu, bracket, connector, usb, fdd, screw, cover
screw, confidential, special tool, sont Topics: omnibook, gcipo, replace, tft, disk, ram, lcd, bios,
remove, floppy, top case, floppy drive, hard Topics: omnibook, ram, error, port, battery, disk,
mouse, display, eject, memory, ram bit, memory module, Topics: sata, hdd, intel, emea, bezel,
toshiba, lcd, wuxgagl, cpu, chapter, step size, size quantity, cpu Topics: remove, battery,
contents, cable, computer, expresscard, display, system, hard drive, safety, Created on. Jason
Scott Archivist.

